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HEAVY METAL

Metallic papers and boards bring a stunning quality to any project. Here we look
at some of our favourites.

I

f you want your designs to shine then

papers with a metallic ﬂavour. Cosmic for

Denmaur Independent Papers, is a beau-

using a shiny material makes sense.

instance, comes with a matt, velvety

tifully sparkling paper in 12 deep and

With metallics it is often less is more,

surface with a diffused metallic effect on

intense shades including Black Russian,

with the reﬂective, gleaming surface

the surface.

Dorian Grey, Mai Tai, Blue Angel – and my

of the paper needing only minimal

The vivid colours in Cosmic include

print or ﬁnishing. By its very nature the

Gold Ray, Alien Green, Blue Planet and

paper stands out, giving a really luxurious

Pulsar Red.

look to any product on the shelf, cover on

CREAM
Shyne, available from Premier Paper, is a

LED ZEPPELIN

paper with a metallic pearlescent surface.

Comet from James Cropper is a shimm-

papers as they think they may be hard to

It has been specifically developed for

ering paper that is fully dyed-through,

work with. But with a little thought, it can

Xerographic digital colour printing,

which gives it a beautiful lustrous ﬁnish.

All good paper suppliers will be able to
provide guidelines to get the best from

It also has a double side pearlescent
coating that makes it really shine, radiating

beautiful papers.

ﬂecks of light.
The distinctive sheen will show through

results will be stunning. As well as offset

Lustre, Platinum and Bullion in 120 and 250

ink, to add an extra dimension to graphics.

paper, many of these beautiful substrates

g/m in two sizes.

have now been optimised for digital, and

The range comes in eight themed
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colours including Tungsten, Platinum,

they are superb when used with ﬁnishing

DEEP PURPLE

techniques such as blind embossing, die

Cordenons has several metallic ranges

stamping, and ﬁlm laminating. You can

including Astroking, Astrosilver, Stardream

also hot foil stamp, but taking into consid-

and Malmero Perle.

eration the beautiful shiny nature of

Carbon, and Sand.

METALLICA
KernowPrint MetaliK, a new range of

Stardream comes in some stunning

highly reflective boards developed

metallics, this needs to be thought out

colours including Punch, a deep and

speciﬁcally for dry toner printers, is now

carefully at the design stage to ensure

vibrant purple, Vista, a beautiful blue

available exclusively from Antalis.

that it works in terms of aesthetic look.

reminiscent of an early evening sky, Jupiter,

So, here we have delved into our bag
of glorious goodies to highlight some
of our favourite metallic substrates.

Printable on both sides, this innovative

a bright, vivid red, and Azalea, a punchy

range comes in three stunning metallic

dark pink.

ﬁnishes – Silver, Gold and Copper – and is

There are also true metallic colours

suitable for dry toner printing and UV

including Bronze, Copper, Crystal, Fine

printing. The range includes qualities such

Gold and Anthracite. Stardeam also

as static control and maximum toner

Arjowiggins Creative Papers’ Curious

offers four colours especially developed

adhesion, meaning MetaliK will reliably

Collection includes its own ‘Metallics’.

for HP Indigo.

overcome print quality and machine

IRON MAIDEN

Here colours range from the subtle

Astroking offers several more muted

performance issues.

Ionised, Galvanised, White Gold, and

shades that include an irredescent effect

The metallic surface can be used to

Virtual Pearl, to the vivid Mandarin,

on the matt finished surface. Colours

create visually appealing designs and, with

Botanic, Ink and Chocolate.

include Snow White, Desert Sand, Moss

the right artwork, it offers an exquisite

Green and Plum Tree.

effect – especially when combined with the

There are a variety of weights and sizes
– depending on colour – but papers are

latest white ink digital technology.

available from 120 to 300 g/m2. There are

KISS

also complementary envelopes available in

For those with exquisite taste comes the

something new and exciting to digital dry

certain colours.

cocktail inspired Cocktail. This Fabriano/

toner printers, giving designers the ability

Fedrigoni range, is also available through

to create the most eye catching solutions.

The Curious Collection also holds other
April 2017

so digital users can take advantage of
the opportunities afforded by these
It is available in four ﬁnishes – Alabaster,

their papers, and if these are followed, the

[58]

and stand out wherever it is used.

a brochure, invitation, or any application

be well worth the trouble.

www.earthisland.co.uk

It comes in two grammages – 120 and
290 g/m2 – and will create a sense of luxury

that you want to have the ‘wow’ factor.
Some people are put off using these
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all time favourite Curacao.
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Stocked in 330 g/m2, MetaliK offers

www.earthisland.co.uk
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Despite being engineered for strength and

create bespoke designs completely unique

and silvers, and satins in Steel Grey, Red,

rigidity, MetaliK can be easily folded

to their brand.

Black and Violet.

without the risk of unsightly cracks. This

Mirri Stardust will join Mirri Sparkle and

Here, there is also a selection of options

makes it extremely versatile and a perfect

Mirri Oyster White Prisma in the new

optimised for HP Indigo (four colours) and

solution for luxury product packaging such

range, Mirri Specials. These products have

dry toner (four colours).

as champagne boxes, greeting cards and

been collated together due to their vibrant

brochure covers.

and distinct qualities.

WHITESNAKE

folding box board. It will be stocked off

Mirri Stardust was launched at the

the shelf in one speciﬁcation and size:

ched Lunar, a micro embossed metalised

beginning of the year to add to the

315 microns/220 g/m , 1000 x 700 mm.

paper – the ‘tactile metallic’.

already substantial Mirri range.

Characteristics of the range include a
shimmering, rich surface ﬁnish, ideal for all

The high quality ﬁlm is laminated to
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Mirri Oyster White Prisma is also a

creative applications.
Late last year, the company also laun-

Lunar is characterised by its special

recent addition that is going down

luminescence; the effect of reflectance

triangles create the sparkling effect

well in the cosmetics industry. It is a

of light is created by a combination of

of the substrate and as opposed to

pink/yellow pearlescent finished board

metallic pigments and surface which has a

the original Sparkle product, Mirri

often likened to mother of pearl.

very ﬁne textured embossed ﬁnish.

Tightly packed reflective silver

Stardust has a smooth surface. This

Prisma ﬁlm is a clear iridescent ﬁlm that

The seven colours of the Lunar range

more easily enables users to overprint

is laminated to solid bleached sulphate

evoke the reﬂection of moonlight and the

a design if required. Using print can

board. The Prisma ﬁlm is also suitable for

two ﬁne embossed patterns invite touch to

also help to add more subtlety to the

lamination onto coloured substrates to

initiate a multisensory experience and add

substrate, and using white ink will

give a coloured pearlescent board.

block out the sparkling effect comp-

this third dimension to each printed piece
and luxury packaging.

letely. There are many options to

PEARL JAM

help create a bespoke look.

Favini’s Majestic comes in both metallic

iscent of satin fabric, while the micro-

and ‘satinated’ versions and offers a large

emboss of Mini confers a softer feel.

The surface of the ﬁlm is also treatable

The ﬁne linear design of Nexus is remin-

with print ﬁnishes, from foil blocking to

selection of colours from soft classics such

screen processes, enabling customers to

as Milk, Damask Blue, and Petal, to golds
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Beautiful colours include Silver, Navy,
Platinum and Sage. PS.
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